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DIRECTOR
Lawrence Edelson is highly respected not only
as a critically acclaimed stage director, but also
as a visionary company leader who has created
programs in the areas of artist mentorship and
new works development that have served as
models of innovation for opera companies
around the country.
As a Director, Lawrence’s work has been
praised for the ability to fuse vivid story telling with deeply expressive imagery. He has been praised by
Opera Now magazine as doing a “splendid job of making (opera) relevant and understandable.” His
productions have been called “ingenious” and “imaginative” by Opera News, and “stunningly touching
and entertaining” by the Washington Post. These diverse productions have included the American
Premiere of Telemann’s Orpheus for Wolf Trap Opera, Philip Glass’s Hydrogen Jukebox for Fort Worth
Opera, La Traviata for The Minnesota Opera, Il barbiere di Siviglia for Hawaii Opera Theatre, The Cradle
Will Rock, Il postino, La Cenerentola, and H.M.S. Pinafore for Opera Saratoga, Carmen for Toledo
Opera, Little Women for Michigan Opera Theatre, a double-bill of La serva padrona and Trouble in
Tahiti for the Adler Fellows of San Francisco Opera at Opera Santa Barbara, the New York premiere of
Fauré's rarely produced Pénélope for Manhattan School of Music, Cosí fan tutte for Boston University’s
Opera Institute at the Huntington Theater, and the World Premiere of The Toymaker off-Broadway as
part of the New York Musical Theater Festival. He was a guest member on the directing staff of New
York City Opera, where he restaged Little Women twice: for the work’s Lincoln Center premiere, and for
the company’s tour to Japan. From 2008 to 2012, Lawrence was also faculty member at the
International Vocal Arts Institute in Tel Aviv, where he led seminars on American opera, and directed
original productions of Adamo’s Little Women, Britten’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Massenet’s
Werther, Strauss’s Ariadne auf Naxos, and Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin.
Before focusing on Directing and Arts Management, Lawrence enjoyed a performing career in both
ballet and opera. He studied voice and musicology at The University of Ottawa, and dance at The Joffrey
Ballet School in New York. As a dancer, he performed with Boston Ballet, Ballet West, and BalletMet
Columbus. He has choreographed for ballet and opera companies around the country. As a singer, he
appeared in opera, oratorio and musical-theater internationally.
A self-described “arts-entrepreneur,” Edelson is a successful and creative leader with a proven track
record of leading non-profit and for-profit companies, and of balancing artistic idealism and fiscal
realism. In the for-profit sector, Lawrence founded Pro Musica Tours while still a student at the
University of Ottawa. The company has become one of New York City’s most highly respected cultural

tourism operators, specializing in educational arts travel programs for student groups. The company
features three distinct product lines: Broadway and Beyond, Musical Treasures of New York, and
Destination Dance. Lawrence completed his Master’s Degree in Performing Arts Administration at New
York University, authoring his thesis Opera: The Irrelevant Art: Uniting Marketing and Organizational
Strategy to Combat the Depopularization of Opera in the United States. He has consulted on projects for
Saratoga Performing Arts Center (SPAC), New York City Opera, Opera Orchestra of New York, MCC
Theater, and on the cultural development of Lower Manhattan for New York City council member Alan
Gerson.
In the opera field, Lawrence is best known as the founder of American Lyric Theater (ALT). He has been
responsible for assembling ALT’s world-renowned artistic staff, and creating the first full-time program
for emerging opera composers and librettists in the United States: The Composer Librettist Development
Program (CLDP). As Producing Artistic Director, he coordinates the diverse artistic programs of ALT,
including The CLDP, commissioning of new works, and co-production relationships. A tireless advocate
for emerging artists and the diversification of audiences for opera, Lawrence continues to forge
collaborations with opera companies across the country. Recent projects at ALT include the
development of The Long Walk (Beck/Fleischmann), which premiered at Opera Saratoga in 2015; JFK
(Little/Vavrek), which premiered at Fort Worth Opera in 2016; and Monkey and Francine in the City of
Tigers (Sankaram/Johnston), which premiered at Houston Grand Opera/HGOCo in 2018.
In January 2014, Edelson was appointed the Artistic and General Director of Opera Saratoga, a position
he now holds concurrently with his leadership of American Lyric Theater. During the first three years of
his tenure at Opera Saratoga, Lawrence has been responsible for rebranding the organization; expanding
the company's young artist program and creating new mentorship opportunities for conductors and
directors; diversifying the repertoire presented; and increasing community engagement and education
programs year-round. Since joining Opera Saratoga Lawrence has been responsible for significantly
increasing the company's artistic profile nationally, while simultaneously increasing income in all areas
including an increase in individual giving by over 250%, and an increase in ticket sales by over 60%.
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CRITICAL ACCLAIM
Werther – Florida Grand Opera
"this production is new, and a creation from the ground up. . . Lawrence Edelson’s direction aligns with the set as he
unfolds the show like the changing of the seasons, from Massenet’s sunny Act 1 to its sorrowful finale. . .For an opera
to run on all cylinders, all the elements must be in sync, from the direction to the singers and orchestra. Florida Grand
Opera’s “Werther” has this and more, down to the letter."
-Miami Herald
"The traditional production, directed by Lawrence Edelson, made no apologies for the romantic melodrama, portraying
the action and characters realistically. Magical images of silhouetted lovers in the moonlight in the first act and
Werther’s final meeting with Charlotte and death amid falling snow on Christmas Eve lit up the stage. . . .The first-night
audience’s ovation at the opera’s conclusion was unusually long and enthusiastic for Miami. . . Musical Francophiles
and lovers of great singing should not miss this near -flawless production of a romantic operatic classic."
-South Florida Classical Review
"It is a difficult assignment to direct characters who are constantly in a heightened state of emotion. That line between
performer’s becoming melodramatic rather than believable can easily get fuzzy. Stage director Lawrence Edelson
skillfully kept his players from being overwrought, effectively keeping them honest. The taking of hands, the turningaways, the conflicted hesitations, rang true. The staging of several couples dancing (including the newly acquainted
Werther and Charlotte) was simple, elegant and tasteful. This opera is about character not spectacle. Feelings were
expressed at all times. Tender moments, speaking substance. Edelson’s direction was measured with lovely pacing,
nothing rushed, so the romance could build from innocence to something possibly profound. He drew natural reactions
out of his performers, the only way to sell this story as believable with emotions in such a consistently heightened
state. It is refreshing to recognize how Massenet scored the opera as a vehicle for a competent director to nurture
honest relationships and feelings unforced by the constraints of time."
-Miami Artzine
The Consul – Opera Saratoga
"Opera Saratoga’s Artistic and General Director Lawrence Edelson has tackled vital political issues in his programming
before, but even he can’t have realized how timely Gian Carlo Menotti’s Cold War “Broadway opera” The Consul (1950)
would be this summer. Seen on July 9, Edelson’s production proved tight and riveting" -Opera News
"Lawrence Edelstein’s powerful production is clear and compelling, and he has assembled a team and cast that execute
his vision with a fierce commitment to the opera equal to his."
- Seen and Heard International
"Opera Saratoga production's director, Lawrence Edelson, doesn't push any particular contemporary resonance. He
doesn't have to, instead letting magnitude of Magda's growing frustration stand in for all individuals stonewalled by the
impersonal, implacable work of faceless bureaucracies run by those who unquestioningly accept that the way things
are is better than what they might be. . . Edelson's production is so complete in its grimness that what at first seems
like an obligatory moment of comic relief, a magician (Tyler Nelson) who uses his skills to try to win favor from the
secretary, feels unwelcome, unnecessary. But there's more at work even there, with his hypnosis of others in the
waiting room becoming an unsettling metaphor for the manipulation of the masses by unexpected sources."
- Albany Times Union
The Cradle Will Rock – Opera Saratoga
“In this piece about angry people, the Lawrence Edelson-directed production had no polite veneer to soften Blitzstein’s
social outrage, with a cast that had the scrupulousness of opera but the theatricality of Broadway.”
- The Philadelphia Inquirer
“…an achievement that breaks with custom by performing the work, which straddles the line between theater and
classical, as the important opera that it is. The approach is revelatory... Edelson finds both the comedy and the passion

that exists in the material and does not depreciate the earnestness of the message... a worthy experience that is
terrifyingly pertinent to the times in which we live.”
- The Saratogian
“Lawrence Edelson, a kind of Wellesian talent himself, is not only Artistic Director of Opera Saratoga, but both directed
and choreographed his massive cast with volition and the most muscular vigor. The ensemble of cellmates prance and
dance inside their cells, they each come out to offer their hypocritical sermons. The stage is not in continuous
movement, but Moll and the Druggist, a kind of sideline Greek Chorus, the jailed ensemble propelling their art and the
soloists selling themselves on stage, give that energy which one supposes Welles gave to the original cast. More
essential, Mr. Edelson never stoops to Camp or even anachronisms. Yes, his characters verge on the burlesque, but this
was exactly where Blitzstein in his agitprop opera meant it to be.”
- ConcertoNet
“…a brilliant staging by Lawrence Edelson... Edelson’s staging expertly counterpoints with specific choreography and
stage direction a dozen orchestrational flourishes... One of Edelson’s crucial, droll grace notes is the surprise
appearance on the feet of the members of the Liberty Committee of stylish red pumps that perfectly draw a line from
them to the prostitute Moll, who, of course, has had the fashion sense—not to mention the integrity—to sport them
from the start.”
- The Huffington Post
Hydrogen Jukebox – Fort Worth Opera
“…there was certainly plenty of dramatic interest in director Lawrence Edelson’s deft, ingeniously minimal
production…Hydrogen Jukebox was certainly a daring choice for this conservative community, but the audience sat rapt
throughout — even through the repeated refrain “When Bush was Drug Czar, U.S.A.” — and rose to a unanimous
standing ovation (this reviewer included) at the end.”
- Opera News
“Hydrogen Jukebox has been imaginatively staged and choreographed by Lawrence Edelson... Creeping, dancing,
flinging themselves, the young singers put on heroic performances.”
- Dallas Morning News
“This production is more than a “don’t miss.” It is a performance of high caliber and emotion that can remind us of the
past, task us with the present, and potentially give us hope for the future.”
- Theater Jones
La Traviata – Minnesota Opera
“Freshly directed by Lawrence Edelson… taking wing at nearly every critical moment, it peaked in a mesmerizing final
act.”
- Opera News
“Great opera is predicated upon a handful of common elements which, while easy to define, are notoriously difficult to
master… While few productions fully achieve such an eminent goal, the Minnesota Opera’s stunning new production of
La traviata, proves a thrilling exception... The emotive thrust of these characters is given a sweeping range through the
imaginative verve of stage director Lawrence Edelson. With stage movement as fluid as the music, Edelson maintains
continuous action, pausing only to punctuate key passages. Each scene is a model of mood, from the boisterous
opening party, through Violetta’s charming of suitors… past the romantic sting of Act II, all the way to the gripping
finale. The dynamic staging also displays masterful shifts between the ensemble chorus… Productions of revered works
all too often exchange daring innovation for the safety of imitation, following prescribed patterns of presentation
rather than taking artistic risks. The Minnesota Opera’s La traviata is the absolute antithesis of such uninspired
productions. Gifted with extraordinary performances and a visionary creative team, La traviata achieves heartbreaking
pathos, reasserting the enthralling greatness of Verdi’s masterpiece.”
- The Minneapolis Examiner
”...this is the best Minnesota Opera production I’ve seen to date... Stage director Lawrence Edelson and lighting
designer Josh Epstein elegantly conduct the action so that it’s always completely clear to the audience not only where
the action is, but what’s at stake...the fact that world-class productions like this can take place in our mid-sized
Midwestern metropolis—and can, in fact, pack the house—makes it hard to be pessimistic about the future, or the
present, of classical music.”
- Twin Cities Daily Planet
Orpheus (Telemann) – Wolf Trap Opera
“Lawrence Edelson directed fluidly and often created striking stage pictures, none more potent than the sight of
Orpheus, after his tragic glance back at Eurydice on their way out of the Underworld, hanging on a ladder, as physically

devastated as the rose he crushed in his hand, the petals falling with the Act II curtain. There also was some effective
whimsy here and there, including wonderfully animated choreography for the Orpheus-Eurydice wedding party...”
- Opera News
”...a classy affair, with more than enough imagination and skill to turn the only recently unearthed Telemann work into
a hot property.”
- The Baltimore Sun
“... a stunningly touching and entertaining production...beautifully balanced... sets are simple but evocative, the lighting
is outstanding, and the costumes mix the fanciful and the contemporary with intentional ambiguity.”
- The Washington Post
“Wolf Trap Opera offered an entertaining and energized production, not only updated in costumes and sets, but in the
acting and the perpetual motion of the singers... Director Lawrence Edelson did a splendid job of making the work
relevant and understandable...”
- Opera Now

